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The ONE Fail-Proof Question To Ask A Woman On 
Your First Date That Will DOUBLE Her Level Of 

Attraction For You! 
 

Congratulations on taking action to massively improve your dating life! Your about to be rewarded. 

I do have a confession to make though. The #1 question… Well it’s not actually a question. More on 
that in just a second. 

First, let me tell you WHY this question/request is so important. 

Without exception, women connect to men emotionally!  Or not at all. 

If you don’t connect with a woman emotionally your date is doomed to fail! You will be fighting a 
battle you can never win. Forget about going home with her. Forget about whether or not she is 
girlfriend material… 

If you don’t connect with her on an emotional level… You have no chance! 

On the other hand. If you DO make an emotional connection… 

You will almost have to try to fail. Your date is nearly guaranteed to be a success. She will see you 
through rose colored glasses. She will overlook almost anything dumb you do if the emotional 
connection is there. Why else do hot women date total douches and let them get away with so much 
shit?  

The question/request I want to give you uses ever so subtle psychology. It is like a mind-hack to link 
positive feelings and emotions with you. But first let me tell you why it isn’t a direct question.  

Because the request you’ll want to make to her starts with the phrase, “Tell me about…”  

“Tell me about…” is an invitation for her to tell you a story. Stories open up the emotional pathways 
in the brain. Stories help us relive an experience on an emotional level. 

When starting your communication with “Tell me about…”, you’re inviting her to go more deeply in 
to her emotions and give you a response full of details. Not only will your conversation flow more 
easily, but you’ll also stay away from the dreaded “yes” or “no” one-word responses that can kill 
attraction 

Are you getting all this? Dude, I’m giving you pearls here! So, pay really close attention to what I am 
about to tell you. 

The subtle psychology… The neat little mind-hack… 

If you can get a girl to relive a story, she will feel the emotions associated with that story. If she relives 
the emotional experience while in your presence… she will associate those feeling with you. And if 
the story is a positive one, she’ll associate those positive feelings with you! 

Did you catch that?  
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If you can get a girl to relive an experience she will connect the feelings, the emotions with YOU! 

That’s it! A surefire way to create an emotional connection. 

Okay, now that you understand the massive power of how we’re phrasing this question/request, I am 
going to give you my favorite example that I use to make a strategic emotional connection.  

Usually, when on a date, I want her to feel like I am fun and exciting.  

So, instead of telling her all the fun and exciting things I do, I ask her… 

“Tell me about the most exciting thing you have done in the past year or two.” 
(That’s it! That the #1 fail-proof question you must ask on every first date) As she tells her tale, her 
emotional pathways light up.  

She starts to relive the excitement. Not only does it put her in a state to have fun with you… She 
associates the past excitement and fun WITH you. 

Oh man. I hope you can feel the power of this request.  

But with great power comes great responsibility. Use this power for good, and your next first date will 
be great. 

Remember, the idea is to elicit stories with positive emotional experiences.  

So, allow me to congratulate you. 

By accessing this report and taking the time to read it, you took the first step towards improving your 
dating life.  

That is AWSESOME! But don’t stop now. What’s the next step? 

Write down 5-10 “Tell me about…” requests you can make on your next first date. These questions 
will keep the conversation flowing and help her build a strong emotional connection to you. 

If you need some more ideas you can check out my article... 9 Questions To Ask A Woman On A 
First Date. Check that out here. 

If you are having trouble getting that first date, I can help you with that too. Go to… 
https://devonbrown.com/success-with-women  

Your Subtle Psychology Partner,  

 
Devon Brown  
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